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POSITIVE ONE-RELATOR GROUPS
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GILBERT BAUMSLAGO

Dedicated to the memory of A. I. Mal'cev.

Abstract. A group G which can be defined by a single relation in which there are

no negative exponents is residually solvable. If G is also torsion-free then it is locally

indicable and hence its integral group ring has no zero divisors.

1. Introduction.

1.1. If X is a class of groups, then rX denotes the class of those groups which are

residually in X. We recall that G e rX if for each geG(g^l) there exists a normal

subgroup N of G such that g $ N and G/N e X.

Inspired by the work of F. W. Levi [13], W. Magnus [15], A. I. Mal'cev [18],

[19] and P. Hall [7], [8], K. W. Gruenberg [6] initiated in 1958 a systematic in-

vestigation of residual properties. In the intervening years a great deal of additional

work has been done (see e.g., the survey article by W. Magnus [16]). This paper is

devoted to the proof of three new theorems about groups with a single defining

relator which relate residual properties to the "form" of the relator. As such, our

results may be viewed as part of the continuing investigation of the properties of

one-relator groups which stem from the nature of the defining relator (see [2] and

the references cited there, B. B. Newman [21] and B. Baumslag [1]).

1.2. As the title suggests we shall be concerned here mainly with positive one-

relator groups. By this we mean a one-relator group

G = {Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■, xn; r)

whose defining relator

r = xfixg- • -xec       {ft, = ± 1, i, e {1,..., »})

is a positive word, i.e. e¡= +1 for j= 1, 2,..., m. Among the simplest one-relator

groups are the fundamental groups Gk of nonorientable two-dimensional surfaces

(see e.g. [22]):

Gfc = (ai, a2.ak; a\a\- ■ -a2)      (k=l,2,...).
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A structurally much more complicated positive one-relator group is(2) the non-

hopfian group (see [5])

(a,b;a'i(ab)2a(abf).

Our first concern here is to show that, despite this structural vagary, all positive

one-relator groups share an uncomplicated residual property.

Theorem 1. Every positive one-relator group is residually solvable.

Of course, not every one-relator group is residually solvable. For example, the

group

(1) G = (a,b;a = [a,b~1ab])

is not residually solvable since a^\ (by the Freiheitssatz [17]) and every term of the

derived series of G contains a.

1.3. The other main concern of this paper is with the residual nilpotence of

positive one-relator groups. The best we can do here is to prove

Theorem 2. Every positive one-relator group G has an invariant series

1 - G0 £ d £ • • • á Gk - G      (k < oo)

such that

(i) Gy is free;

(ii) Gz/Gy is the direct sum of cyclic groups of order n, where n is the maximum

of the orders of the elements of finite order in G, and a free abelian group;

(iii) Gi+1/Gl is residually-torsion-free-nilpotentfor ¿=2, 3.k— 1.

It follows from Theorem 2 and the residual nilpotence of free groups (see [15])

that we have

Corollary 1. A positive one-relator group is poly-residually-ni¡potent.

In particular if the positive one-relator group G has no elements of finite order

then we have a slightly stronger version of Corollary 1, viz.

Corollary 2. A   torsion-free positive  one-relator group   is poly-residually-

torsion-free-nilpotent.

It follows immediately from Corollary 2 that torsion-free positive one-relator

groups are locally indicable in the sense of G. Higman [9] and hence

Corollary 3. The integral group ring of a torsion-free positive one-relator group

has no zero divisors.

Thus Theorem 2 may be considered as a first step towards proving that the

integral group ring of a torsion-free one-relator group is an integral domain.

Actually the proof of Theorem 2 yields also the

Corollary 4. Positive one-relator groups are poly-residually-finite.

(2) This fact was pointed out to me by Graham Higman.
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Corollary 4 suggests that all one-relator groups are poly-residually-finite. But

this is false as the group G given by (1) shows (see 5.3).

1.4. Finally in §6 we prove a variation of Corollary 2:

Theorem 3. The generalized free product of two residually-torsion-free-nilpotent

groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup is meta-residually-torsion-free-nilpotent, i.e.,

an extension of one residually-torsion-free-nilpotent group by another.

By allying Theorem 3 with a theorem of I. P. Hughes [10] we deduce the

following result about one-relator groups.

Corollary 3.1. The integral group ring of a generalized free product of two free

groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup can be embedded in a division ring.

1.5. The arrangement of the rest of this paper is as follows. In §2 we recall the

basic breakdown of one-relator groups which is crucial in any study of one-relator

groups. In §3 we prepare the ground for the proof of Theorem 1 which takes up §4.

In §5 we prove Theorem 2. Finally in §6 we prove Theorem 3.

2. Preliminaries concerning one-relator groups.

2.1. The least normal subgroup of a group G containing the subset Y of G will

be denoted by gpG ( Y).

2.2. We recall some notation and results from W. Magnus' theory of groups

with a single defining relation (see [17]). Thus let

G = {a,b,...,c;r)

be a group with a single defining relator r. We suppose r is cyclically reduced and

that each of the generators appears in r. In addition, we assume that a occurs in r

with exponent sum zero. Put

N = gpG(A, ...,c)

and write r in functional form as r — r(a, b,..., c). Then G/N is infinite cyclic.

Putting

A¡ = úr'Aa', ...,       c¡ = a~'caJ       (/', ...,/ = 0, ± 1,...)

we see that N is generated by these elements ..., A(,..., c,,.... It follows that we

can rewrite r in the form

''o = r0\bm(b)> ■ ■ ■ ; AM((,), . . ., Cm(c), . . ., CM(C)),

where r0 is obtained from r by moving all occurrences of a over to the left and com-

pensating by adding the appropriate subscripts onto the relevant generator that

is bypassed by a. Here m(b) is the smallest A-subscript occurring while M (A) is the

largest, etc. Clearly the length of r0 is definitely less than the length of r—this fact

is essential to most proofs about one-relator groups. We shall sometimes refer to r0

as "the basic relator in JV".
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For each integer k, put

Nk = gP \"mW) + ki • • •> bMlfi) + k, . . ., Cm(ci + k, . . ., CM(c) + t).

Then Nk is (completely) defined by the single relator

ro(bm(b) + k> ■ • •> 6M(!>) + k> • • •> Cm(c-) + k, . . ., CM(c) + fc).

Moreover if

•"fc = gP (^miöj + fc + ij ■ • •> bMm + k,..., cm(c)+fc + 1,..., cM(c) + fc)

and if

tfw = gp(Ni,...,N,)       (ièj)

then iV|.y+i is tne generalized free product of Nu and 7Yy+1 amalgamating fly:

Ni,i+1 = {Nu*Ni+1;Hi}.

Similarly,

Nt-u = {M-x * NtJ; Ht-Ù.

These facts will be useful in the sequel.

3. Preparations for the proof of Theorem 1.

3.1. There are two aspects of the proof of Theorem 1 which should be pointed

out in order to make it more palatable. The first involves the verification that

under suitable circumstances, the generalized free product

P = {A * B; H ^ K}

of two residually solvable groups A and B amalgamating H with K according to

the isomorphism <p is again residually solvable. The second, which is related to the

first through an induction argument, concerns the proof that, for certain sub-

groups C of B,

H C8tP = C   whenever f\ C8,B = C,
i = l i=l

where 8tG denotes the rth derived group of G (i= 1,2,...).

Here we shall formulate conditions under which results of this type hold and

then during the course of the proof of Theorem 1 verify that these conditions are

satisfied.

3.2. Throughout this subsection let A and B be residually solvable groups, let

H^A, K^B and let <p be an isomorphism taking H onto K. A family (AÁ | A e A)

of normal subgroups of A is termed a solvable filtration oï A if A/AK is solvable for

every AeA and Hasa Ak=\. We shall say that H is solvably separable in A if

H H8{A = H.i = i
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Of course, if f]AeA HAK = H, then His solvably separable in A. A solvable filtration

(Ah | A e A) is termed an H-filtration if Ç\X£AHAK = H. Two equally indexed

nitrations (Ax | A e A) and (Bh | A e A) of A and B respectively are termed (//, K, in-

compatible if

(Ax r\H)<p = Bxr\K   (for all A e A).

Under these circumstances <p induces for each A e A an isomorphism <pA from

HAJAK to KBJBK.

The first fact we need follows easily from the argument used to prove Proposition

1 in [2].

Proposition 1. Let (AA | A e A), (Bx \ A e A) be solvable, {H, K, ̂ -compatible

filtrations of the residually solvable groups A and B respectively. Suppose (AA | À e A)

is an H-filtration of A and (Bh \ Xe A) is a K-filtration of B. If

{A/A, * B/BK; HA,JAK =A KBJBA}

is residually solvable for every A e A then so is

P = {A*B;H=K}-

We shall also need

Proposition 2. Let S be a subgroup of the residually solvable group G. If S is

solvably separable in G and Tis residually solvable then both S and S * Tare solvably

separable in G *T.

The proof of Proposition 2 depends on the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. A free factor Cofa residually solvable group A is solvably separable

in A.

Proof. Suppose that A — B * C. We have to prove that if a e A, a $ C, then for a

suitable choice of /, a $ C8tA. Now

a = x1x2---xn       (XiSBuC)

where successive factors x¡, xl+1 do not belong to the same subgroup. Since a$C

either n > 1 or xxe Bix^ 1). Choose k ^ 1 so that xt $ 8kXt (/= 1,..., n) where X¡

is the appropriate free factor containing x¡. Let r¡ be the natural homomorphism of

A onto

I = B * C       (B = B/8kB, C = C/8kC).

Then a-n $ C. Thus we may restrict our attention to the case where B and C are

actually solvable of derived length at most k.

Let ¡j. be the natural homomorphism of A onto BxC. Then the kernel K of ¡j. is

free since KnA = l=KnB (see e.g. [20, p. 492]). Now a = bcu (u e K). If b± 1,

then a £ C8kA. So assume a = cu. Notice that as a^C,u+\. Now K is free and
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hence K is residually solvable (F. W. Levi [13]). So we can find m so that u $ 8mK.

Then a<ß C8mK. For if a=c'u' (c' s C, u' s 8nK) then, on noting that KnC=l

and remembering that a=cu, we find c = c',u = u' s 8mK, a contradiction. But

8jc+m^ = SmAr. So, putting l=k+m, the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete.

We come now to the proof of Proposition 2. In the first instance the proof of the

fact that S is solvably separable in H=G* T follows easily from the proof of

Lemma 3.1. Thus we shall concentrate here on the other part of Proposition 2,

i.e., we shall prove S * T is solvably separable in H.

Again it follows easily from the proof of Lemma 3.1 that we may assume

without loss of generality that both G and T are solvable of derived length at most

k. Let K be the kernel of the natural homomorphism of H onto G x T. Suppose

as H,a$ S*T. Then a is uniquely of the form

a = gtu      (ueK,geG,teT).

If g i S, then a $ gp (S, T, 8kH). So we may concentrate on the case when g s S.

Suppose if possible that

a e gp (S, T, 8tH) for all / ^ k.

Then u s gp (S, T, 8,H) for every l^k. Hence

u s [S, T]8iH (for every / ^ it),

where, as is customary

[S,T] = gp([s,t]\seS,teT).

But [S, T] is a free factor of K (see, e.g., K. W. Gruenberg [6]). Now u £ [S, T] a

free factor of K. So u $ [S, T]8LK for some /^ 1 (Lemma 3.1). This contradiction

completes the proof of Proposition 2.

3.3. In order to be able to make use of Proposition 1 we will frequently call on

the following theorem of F. Levin [14] which we formulate here as

Lemma 3.2. Let A be any group and let

(1) w(x,a1,...,an) - 1       (au...,aneA)

be an equation over A in a single variable x. If there are no negative powers of x

occurring in w(x, alf..., an) then it is possible to solve the equation (I) in some super-

group A* of A. Moreover, if A is solvable, then A* may also be chosen to be solvable

of the same derived length as A.

Corollary 3.2.1. Let H be a group, let X be a free group freely generated by

the elements xf (/ e /) and let F be the free product of H and X. Let, further,

W={wK | A e A} be a subset of F such that

(i) the reduced form of each wA contains only positive powers of the generators

xt of X;
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(ii) each wA contains at least one x in its reduced form; and

(iii) if A £ {¡iu ..., ¡xn} then wA contains in its reduced form at least one x which

does not appear in any of wUl,..., wUn. If

R = gPp (W),       G = F/R   and   I = HR/R,

then, for i=l, 2,...,

Hn (8tF)R = 8tH   or, equivalently,   In 8tG = 8,/.

The proof of Corollary 3.2.1 is a straightforward application of Lemma 3.2. To

see why, let i be any positive integer and put H=H/8iH. Consider now the

"equations" {ivA = 1 (AeA)} where >vA is obtained from wA by replacing each

element of H by its image in H. By Lemma 3.2 this system of equations can be

simultaneously solved in a suitable supergroup F of H which is solvable of the

same derived length as H as follows. First well-order A. If A is the first element in

A, we can write ivA in the form

(1) wh = hXiJiiXi^ ■ -hkxik,

where the h~t e H (and may be 1).

By Lemma 3.2 we can find a solvable supergroup Sj of H, of the same derived

length, say d, as H which contains an element aA such that

A1aA^---A"fcaA = 1.

Thus xit=aK (t=\,2,...,k) is a solution of ivA = l in Sv This solution of wA = l

enables us to find a simultaneous solution of wA = l and wu = l, where /x is the

second (in the given well-order of A) element of A, in a solvable supergroup S2 of

Su which is also of derived length d. For let wu be the result of substituting aA for

each of the "variables" occurring both in wu and wx. By hypothesis there is at

least one free variable in wu. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, the equation wu = 1 over 5j

has a solution in a supergroup S2 of Sx which is solvable of derived length d. An

easy transfinite induction patterned on the remarks above yields a solvable super-

group F of H of derived length d which contains elements at (i e I) such that

Xi=Oi (z e /) is a simultaneous solution of the equations vvA= 1 over H.

Now let r] be the natural homomorphism of H onto H and let x be the homo-

morphism of X into F defined by

x:x,-ya,       (je I).

Then r¡ and x can simultaneously be extended to a homomorphism <p of F into F.

Let K be the kernel of <p. Then K^ 8dF since F is solvable of derived length d.

Moreover, K^ R since Xi=at (i e I) is a solution of the sytem of equations ivA= 1.

But Kr\H= 8tH and since de i, (8tF)R n //= 8tH, as desired.

4. The proof of Theorem 1.

4.1. Let

G = (a,b,...,c;r)
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be a positive one-relator group where the relator r is cyclically reduced. Our aim is

to prove that G s rS where S denotes the class of all solvable groups. The proof

will involve a double induction on the length \r\=n of the defining relator r. First,

observe that if n—l, there is nothing to prove. We may assume, therefore, that

n > 1. Furthermore, inductively, we may suppose that if

P = (u,v,...,w;s)

is a positive one-relator group where the relator j involves all of the generators

and is cyclically reduced and if |s [ < n, then

(1) if y is any proper subset of the generators of P, and if a sP, a <£ gp (Y), then

there is an integer / such that a $ 8tP-gp (Y);

(2) P s rS.

It should be noted that (2) is really a special case of (1), i.e., the case Y= 0.

However, it turns out to be convenient here to separate the two assumptions.

First we shall prove, by making use of the assumptions (1) and (2), that G s rS.

Then we shall complete the proof by verifying that (1) holds in G.

4.2. Every one-relator group is the free product of a free group and a one-

relator group whose defining relator involves all of the generators. Now free groups

are residually solvable (F. W. Levi [13]) and the free product of residually solvable

groups is in rS (K. W. Gruenberg [6]). It follows from these remarks and Proposi-

tion 2 that we may assume that the defining relator r of G involves all of the

generators a,b,...,c.

If G = gp (a), there is nothing to prove. Thus we suppose G comes equipped with

at least two generators, a and 6. Suppose a occurs with exponent sum a in r and 6

with exponent sum ß. We freely adjoin to G a /Sth root of a by forming the general-

ized free product G of G and the infinite cyclic group (d) on d identifying a with dB :

G = {G*(d);a = de}.

Putting e=bda, we see that G can be presented in the form

G = (d,e.c;r(d',ed-",...,c))

where r=r(a, b,..., c) is the given defining relator of G. Of course, d occurs with

exponent sum zero in f(d, e,..., c)=r(dß, ed~a,..., c). Put

Ñ = gpô(e,...,c).

Notice that the basic relator f0 in Ñ (cf. 2.2) is positive and of lesser length than r.

We use this fact to deduce that G e rS.

4.3. Our first main objective in the proof of Theorem 1 is to show that G s rS.

Since G/Ñ is cyclic it is enough to prove Ñ e rS. The basis for the proof of this fact

is the inductive hypothesis described in 4.1. Observe that (inductively) N¡srS

where (cf. 2.2)

Nj = gp (em(C)+y, • ■ -, cme)+j,..., cm(c)+y,..., cM(C)+j;

ro(enHe)+J> • • •) ¿Mlel+jf • • •> Cm(c)+/> . . ., CM(c) + y))
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(j=0, ± 1,...). We take this opportunity to record that NtJ=gp (TV,, Ni+1,...,Nj)

for every i Sj,

Ni,i + i={NiJ*Nj + 1;HJ}

and

■"j = 8P (^m(e) + / + l> • ■ •> ^M(e) + y> • • •» cm(e) + i + l> • • •> CM(c) + i).

In order to prove Ñ e rS we first prove that each of the subgroups Nu e rS. This

latter result is proved via the procedure called for by Proposition 1. To this end

we prove now

Lemma 4.1. For every i>l and every /fcl, 8^.,- n //0 = 8j//0, 8tNu r\ Hj

= 8tHj.

Lemma 4.1 follows from Corollary 3.2.1 on putting H=H¡, taking Zto be the

free group on those generators which do not occur in H and choosing W to consist

of the relators

rO\em(.e) + t> • • •> eM(e) + tl • • • > cm(c) + t> ■ • •> cM(.c) + t)     With f =  1, . . ,,J.

We emphasize that the generators, excluding those used to define H, are to be re-

garded as variables. Corollary 3.2.1 then yields

8lNltj nHj = 8,H}.

A similar argument shows that

8tNlti n H0 = 8(//0.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.

Now it follows from Proposition 2 and the inductive assumption (1) (in 4.1) that

H, is solvably separable in Nj+1. Let us assume also that H¡ is solvably separable

in Nlyj. We shall prove that N1J + 1 is rS and that Hj + 1 is solvably separable in

N1J + i (thereby justifying the added assumption that H, is solvably separable in

Nlyj). As we remarked at the outset we shall make use of Proposition 1.

Observe that N1J+1={Nltj * Nj+1; //,}. By Lemma 4.1,

(«,#!.,) n H, = itH, = (8tNj+1) n Et

for every i. Moreover, //, is solvably separable in both Nltj and Nj+1. So in order

to be able to assert that Nltj+1 is rS we need only prove that

P = {NtJWu * N^ßiN^HMiJNu = HMí+JW+J

is rS for every i. Put

J = NiJWtj.

Let v be the natural homomorphism of Nltj onto J and let w be the word obtained

from r0(emle)+j+1,...,eM(e)+j+1;...;cmic)+j+1,---,cmC)+j+i) by replacing each
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generator em(e)+j + 1,. ..,eM(e)+j;... ; cm(c)+y+1,..., cM(c)+j by its image under y in

/. Then w=\ may be regarded as an equation over/. Hence by Lemma 3.2 it has

a solution in a solvable supergroup / of / of the same derived length / as / (see

the proof of Corollary 3.2.1). Therefore, the identity mapping of / onto / can

be extended to a homomorphism <px of P into 7. If Ky is the kernel of <pu then

K1nJ=l.

Similarly, we can find a normal subgroup K2 of P such that

K2n(Nj+1/8iNi + 1) = 1.

Hence, on putting K=Ky n K2, we find

0) KnJ=\=Kn(Ni+1/8iNi+1).

So by a theorem of Hanna Neumann [20], K is free. But P/K is solvable (of derived

length ï). Hence, remembering that free groups are rS, P s rS. Thus we have proved

part of the

Lemma 4.2. N1J + 1s rS for every j^O.

As we remarked above, we must prove also that fly+i is solvably separable in

N1J + 1 in order to validate Lemma 4.2. Let then ae N1J + 1,a$ Hj + 1. Now

a=a1--at where ate Nltju Nj + 1 (1=1,...,t) and ahal + 1 belong to different

factors for every /=l,...,r—1 (i.e., if a, e A^1>y, al + 1 ̂  Nltj and similarly if

at s Nj+1). We consider two cases.

Case 1. r= 1. This means either a e N1¡} or else a s N1+1. In the former case we

know from the inductive assumptions that for a suitable choice of i, a $ (8(/V1#y)fly.

Putting J=N1¡Í/8¡N1J we can find a solvable supergroup J of J of derived length

i and a homomorphism ^ of N1J + 1 into /which maps Nut onto / according to

the natural homomorphism of Nltj onto / (see the remarks following the proof

of Lemma 4.1). Therefore, a<px ̂fly+i^. Since /is solvable, a$ Hj + ̂ Nyj+i).

We have still to consider the case where as Nj+1. An analogous argument centering

around N¡ + 1/8,/Vy + x (which again uses Lemma 3.2) yields the desired result.

Case 2. t > 1. It follows here that we can find an /' such that the natural homo-

morphism of 7Ylty onto NxJSiNu and the natural homomorphism of Nj+1 onto

Nj+1/8iNj+i extends to a homomorphism q>, say of N1J+1 onto

P = {NiJi^u * N,+J*iN,*ii HflNUWu = HMi + ißiNj+1},

in such a way that a<p $ Hj+1<p. But now we can (as before) choose a normal sub-

group K of P satisfying (1) above where again J=N1J/8iN1J. Notice that

K(~\ Hj+1<p=\. Moreover, A" is free. Suppose a<pe(Hj+1(p)K. Then ay can be

uniquely written in the form

a<p = uv       (usHj+1<p, v s K).
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Since aq>$ Hj + 1<p,v^l. Choose /sufficiently large to ensure that v $ 8tK. It follows

then that a<p$(H) + 1<p)(8,K). Therefore, a$ Hj+18i + lN1J + 1. This completes the

proof of Case 2 and with it the proof of Lemma 4.2.

Finally we remark that

Lemma 4.3. Ifjúj' then

(S.A^.) n Nlwi = MTu

for every i^l.

The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lemma 4.1 and will

be omitted here.

We are now in a position to prove that Ñ e rS. Now every Nj¡k e rS by Lemma

4.2. Moreover, by Lemma 4.3,

8iÑr\NUk = 8i{   (J    N,+T,k+t) n Nitk
\r<0:s>0 /

= (   U    MW+.) r\ Nitk
\r<0;s>0 I

=    U    ((MW+S) n NUk)
r<0;s>0

=   U   «M.» = «M*.
r<0;s>0

It follows readily that Ñ e rS, as claimed.

4.4. We come now to the second part of the proof of Theorem 1. To this end

let us consider again a positive one-relator group G = (a, b,..., c; r). Let Y be a

proper subset of the given set of generators of G. Let B=gp (Y). We have to prove

that if g e G, g <£ B, then there is an / such that g $ 8tGB. We may assume that

Y^ 0—this is the content of 4.3. Furthermore, we assume that r is cyclically

reduced and that G comes equipped with at least two generators. Finally, we may

assume a$ Y,be Y.

Suppose now that a occurs with exponent sum a/0 and that A occurs with

exponent sum ß. As in 4.2, we freely adjoin an ath root y to b

G = {G*(y);y" = b}.

Put a=xy~B. Then G is a group with a single defining relation:

G = (x, y,..., c; r(xy~ß, y",..., c)).

Clearly y occurs in r with exponent sum zero. Now put B=gp(Y, y). Clearly

g$B. We shall prove

(1) gt8,G-B

for some / which, of course, yields g- ̂  8¡GB as desired.

Consider now A7=gpc (x,..., c), where here the generator y has been excluded

from {x,..., c}. Ñ is built up as described in §2. It is enough to prove (1) when
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ge Ñ. Notice again that Ñ is generated by the groups Nt as described previously.

The defining relators of the N¡ have smaller length than r and so we inductively

may assume that if g e N0, then there exists an / such that g $ 8,^ • B0 where Bt is

the subgroup generated by the conjugates of the elements of T\A by those powers

of y such that the resultant subscripts lie in the range of subscripts which go into

the definition of Nt. It follows as in 4.3 that there is a homomorphism v of Ñ into

a solvable group such that gv$ Bv and so the result follows.

We are left with the case where g $ N0. In order to take care of this case we must

interrupt our discussion with the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Suppose

A = gp(au...,am),       B = gp(Al5 ...,A„)

are finitely generated groups with isomorphic subgroups

H = gp (ai, •. •, ar),       K = gp (Aj,..., br)

with flj —>A( (i=l, ...,r) defining an isomorphism from H to K. Let G be the

generalized free product of A and B amalgamating H with K according to the given

isomorphism:

G = {A * B; a1 = bu ..., ar = br).

Furthermore, let

F = gp(ah,...,aik,bil,...,bik).

Finally let <pbe a homomorphism of G into a group G* such that

(i) <p\A is a monomorphism;

(ii) <p\B is a monomorphism;

(iii) ah<p=bh<p,. ..,aik<p=bik<p.

If K is the kernel of y then K is free and K~C\ F is a free factor of K.

In order to prove Proposition 3, we need to recall some work of Karrass and

Solitar (see [17]) concerning groups given by generators and defining relations.

For convenience we shall formulate whatever definitions and results we need in

terms of the group G above with its subgroup K the object of the discussion.

We term the generators ax,.. .,am a-generators and the generators bu ..., bn

j8-generators. Choose two representative functions a and ß of the cosets of K in G.

We denote the " «-representative " of the element w e G by w" and similarly for the

^-representative of w. The functions a and ß are termed extended Schreier representa-

tive functions if for each representative ./V (this means that either N=w" or N=we

for some w e G) of the form NsMxs (e= ± 1) both N and M are S-representatives

if x is a S-generator, 8 e {a, ß}. Extended Schreier representative functions are

termed regular if the words obtained by removing the S-generators from the ends

of the S-representatives comprise a system of representatives for the double (K, D)-
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cosets in G where D is the subgroup generated by the 8-generators, 8 e {a, ß}. For

each ^-representative N, define

tN = N(N")-\

It then transpires that K is generated by these generators tN (N any /3-representative)

subject to the defining relations tN = 1 if N is freely equal to N" and, corresponding

to each a-representative M and each integer i = l, 2,..., r, the further relations

*(Ma,)s = Ímb-

We are now in a position to prove Proposition 3. Let us choose the regular

extended Schreier representative functions a and ß. This can be done in such a way

that if a coset Kg contains an element of F then the a-representative is a word in

ah,..., alk and the ^-representative is a word in bh,..., bik.

Consider next the restriction <p* of <p to F. Now F is itself a free product with an

amalgamated subgroup. Therefore, the above remarks are valid also for F. Indeed

the respective restrictions a* and ß* of a and ß to F are regular extended Schreier

representative systems for the kernel K* of 99* in F. Therefore, K* is generated by

the generators tN where N ranges over the ß*-representatives. The defining relations

of K* in terms of these generators are simply

tN = 1    if TV is freely equal to Na

and

>Wa,/ = tMe (1  g j Ú k)

where here N ranges over all ^-representatives and M ranges over all a*-

representatives.

Now K C\ F= K*. So it follows that K n F is the subgroup of F generated by

those tN for which TV is a /J*-representative. The proof of Proposition 3 now follows

from the following obvious

Lemma 4.4. Let I be a nonempty index set, J a subset of I and A a subset oflx I.

Suppose that K is a group with the presentation

K = (t, (i e I) I u = t} if(i,j) e A, t, = 1 iff s J).

Let I* be a subset of I and let

K* = gp(ti\isl*).

Then K is free and K* is a free factor of K.

The key fact we need in order to be able to complete the proof of Theorem 1 is

the following lemma (we assume here the notation of Proposition 3).

Lemma 4.5. If g e G, g $ F and G* is solvable, then there exists an I such that

gt8LG-F.
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Proof. Suppose g 0 KF. Then the result follows easily since G* is solvable and

so 8,G = K for a suitable choice of /.

Suppose then that g e KF. So for somefe F, gf'1 e K. But K n Fis a free factor

of AT:

K=(Kr\F)*S.

Now g/--1 £ Kn F and Ä" is free and hence residually solvable. Therefore, by

Lemma 3.1., K n Fis solvably separable in K. Hence

gf-^(8lK)-(K^F)

for a suitable choice of /. This means that gf'l $ (8tK) • F, as desired. For suppose

the contrary. Then gf~x = uv (u s 8¡K, v e F). This means that u~1gf~1 s K n F

and hence that gf'1 e(K n F)(8¡K), a contradiction. So the proof of Lemma 4.5

is complete.

4.5. We are now able to complete the proof of Theorem 1. For i&j we define

BtJ=gp (B¡,..., B¡). Inductively we may assume that if fs Nu, f$ BtJ, then there

exists an / such that f^(8lNiJ)-BiJ (iúj)- Suppose now that gsNu+1. Then,

remembering the choice of g at the outset (cf. the beginning of 4.4), we have

g=Xx.xn where the x, come alternately from 7YJfy and 7Vy+1 and either at least

one of the jc, lies outside BUj for some xt s Nu or else some xt in Nj+1 lies outside

Bj+i-

Now by Lemma 4.1 it follows that

(Mrw) nHj = (8,7Vy+1) n fly = S,fly.

So we can again form the generalised free product NtJ+1 of 7v'ify/8!7v'iiy and

Ny+i/8,yVy+1 amalgamating fly/8,fly:

Ru+i - {^w/Wiy * Ni+1/8tNi+1; fly/8,fly}.

It follows from the inductive hypothesis that if / is chosen sufficiently large then the

natural image g of g in Nu + 1 lies outside the image BiJ + 1 of B(J + 1. By Lemma 4.5

we can therefore conclude that for a suitably large choice of k ^ / we have

But a repeated appeal to Lemma 4.3 yields g $ (8kN)Bœ>x, where

Boo.m = gp (Bu | ij any integers, i g j).

So g$ (8k+1G)B as desired. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

5. The proof of Theorem 2.

5.1. We will find it useful to express Theorem 2 in slightly different terms than

those used in the introduction. To this end we define, for any group G,

°iG = Q KG
n = l
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and, inductively,

at+1G = ofaG)       (i 2; 1),

where AnG is itself defined by AnG/AnG=the torsion subgroup of G/AnG and AnG is

the nth term of the lower central series of G. We term the series

G ^ a^G ^ a2G è • • •

the lower a-series of G. The first d such that adG = ad+1G is termed the depth of G.

Theorem 2 may now be reformulated as follows (where as usual L' denotes the

derived group of the group L).

Theorem 2. The depth d of a positive one-relator group G is finite. If G is torsion-

free adG=\. If G contains an element (t^I) of finite order then (pdG)' is free and

adG/(adG)' is a direct sum of cyclic groups of the same finite order and a free abelian

group.

5.2. The proof of Theorem 2 depends on the following three lemmas, the first

of which is an analogue of Corollary 3.2.1.

Lemma 5.1. Let H be a free group, J a second free group freely generated by the

elements xt (j e I) and let F be the free product of H and J. Let, further,

W={wh | A 6 A} be a subset of F such that

(i) the reduced form of each wA contains only positive powers of the generators

x{ ofj;
(ii) each wA contains at least one x in its reduced form ; and

(iii) if A $ {plt..., fim}, then wh (in its reduced form) contains at least one x which

does not appear in any of wUl,..., wUm.

IfR=gpF (W) then, for n = \, 2,...,// n (\nF)R = \nH

Proof. Let n be any chosen integer and suppose that H is freely generated by

{ar | y e T}. Let / be the free nilpotent ^-group (see [3]) of class n — 1 freely

generated by

{âr\YeT}u{xi\ieI}.

Now in the free nilpotent ^-group /, F/82F is additively, a vector space over the

field of rational numbers. The elements in {ây \ y e T} u W are linearly independent

modulo 82F (where W is obtained from W by replacing each wA by wx, the result of

substituting ây for ay and x, for xt in wA when appropriate)—this follows from the

conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Hence modulo 82F, {ây \ y e T} u W can be enlarged

to a basis B for F. But any set of elements of a nilpotent íF-group which generates

modulo the derived group is a set of ^-generators. Moreover, any set of elements

of a free nilpotent ^-group which is linearly independent modulo the derived

group freely generates a free nilpotent ^-group (of the same class) (cf. [3]). It

follows that B freely generates F. Hence, if R = gpi> (W), F/R is a free nilpotent

^-group. Thus {âyÊ \ y e F} freely generates a free nilpotent í^-group of class n— 1.
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So the subgroup (not the ^-group, but the usual subgroup) generated by

{âYR | y s T} is free nilpotent of class n— 1 [3]. Now the mapping defined by

ay —> aYR,       x¡ —> x¡R

determines a homomorphism <p of F into F/R. Clearly R and AnF are contained

in the kernel K of <p. Since it is clear from the preceding remarks that K n fl= Anfl,

it follows that (AnF)Ä n fl= Anfl as desired.

Corollary 5.1.1. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1, if Xn(F/R) = T/R then

TnH=XnH.

Corollary 5.1.1 follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 5.1.

We prove next

Lemma 5.2. Let P be the generalised free product of its subgroups A and B

amalgamating the subgroup C:

P = {A*B; C}.

If M is a normal subgroup of P which intersects C in the identity subgroup, then

M n A and M r\ B are free factors of M.

The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5 of [11].

Corollary 5.2.1. Let G be a one-relator group generated by a,b,...,c and

defined in terms of these generators by the single relator r. Suppose a occurs with

exponent sum zero in r and that 7V = gpG (6,..., c). Let the subgroups N¡ and H¡ of

N be defined as in 2.2. Then every normal subgroup MofN which meets each of the

subgroups Hi trivially is a free product of conjugates of subgroups of the groups

...,N.ltN0tNlt....

Proof. Put

M2i = Mn N_u,   M2i + 1 = M n 7V_M+1       (/ 2; 0).

Then M=\J?l0 M¡. Now M0 = M n N0, MX = M n N0A. So, by Lemma 5.2, M0

is a free factor of Mx. Notice that Mx is a normal subgroup of NQil which meets Hx

trivially. Hence My is a free product of a free group and conjugates of subgroups of

N0 and Nx. Continuing in this way we find that Mt is a free factor of Mi + 1 and that

Mi+1 is a free product of conjugates of subgroups of the various factors N¡ and a

free group. Thus we may for each i express Mi+1 in the form

Mi +1 = Mi * Lt.

It follows that M is the free product of its subgroups M0, L0, Lu ... :

00

m = m0*yT u
( = 0

Hence M has the desired structure.
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The third and final lemma we require is

Lemma 5.3. Let (,At; i e /> be a family of groups. Suppose At is of finite depth dh

and that (adtAi)' is free (i e I). Suppose furthermore that the dt are bounded above

and that d is the least upper bound of the d¡. Let A be the free product of the groups Ai :

A = n**-
(6/

Then A is of depth d. Moreover, (odA)' is free and if each adtA{/(adtAi)' is the direct

sum of cyclic groups of the same finite order I, irrespective of i e I, then adA/(adA)' is

also a direct sum of finite cyclic groups all of the same finite order I and a free abelian

group.

Proof. The free product of residually-torsion-free-nilpotent groups is residually-

torsion-free-nilpotent (A. I. Mal'cev [18]). Moreover it is not difficult to prove that

odA ̂  odi(Ai) for all i e I. Thus, by the remark above and the Kurosh subgroup

theorem for free products, odA is the free product of conjugates of the subgroups

ad¡At (i e I) and a free group. Now (od¡A¡)' is free for every /'. Thus it follows, again

by the Kurosh subgroup theorem for free products, that (odA)' is free and that

adA/(odA)' has the desired form.

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2. Thus let

G = (a,b,...,d;r)

be a positive one-relator group. By Lemma 5.3 we may assume that r involves all

of the given generators a,b,...,d. The proof is by induction on the length \r\ of

the defining relator r. If |r| = l, G=l and there is nothing more to do. Thus we

assume \r \ > 1 and proceed as in 4.2 to consider the group G defined in 4.2 with its

normal subgroup N where G/N is infinite cyclic. Now if we think of N as being

built up from its subgroups N¡ then we readily find that XaN ( = P)™= t XnN) meets

each of the subgroups //¡ trivially (Corollary 5.1.1). So by Corollary 5.2.1 XaN is a

free product of conjugates of subgroups of the groups Nt. Now inductively each Nt

has a a-series of the desired type. Hence by Lemma 5.3 the result follows. So the

proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

5.3. We have actually proved that a torsion-free positive one-relator group is

poly-residually-torsion-free-nilpotent. Moreover, each of the residually-torsion-

free-nilpotent factors are residually finite /^-groups for every prime p. This follows

from our proof of Theorem 2, the fact that finitely generated torsion-free-nilpotent

groups are residually finite ^-groups for every prime p and the fact that the free

product of groups which are residually finite /^-groups is again residually a finite

/j-group (K. W. Gruenberg [6]). The various corollaries of Theorem 2 follow from

these remarks.

It remains only to verify that not every one-relator group is poly-residually-

finite. Indeed let

G = (a,b;a = a-1b-1a-1bab-1ab).
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Then it follows from the argument in [4] that if a is of finite order modulo some

normal subgroup L of G then asL. Thus G is not poly-residually-finite.

6. The proof of Theorem 3.

6.1. We are left only with the proof of

Theorem 3. Let A and B be residually-torsion-free-nilpotent, let aeA, beB

(a^X^b) and G be the generalized free product of A and B identifying a with 6:

G = {A * B; a = 6}.

Then G is an extension of a residually-torsion-free-nilpotent group by another

residually-torsion-free-nilpotent group.

Proof. Since both A and B are residually-torsion-free-nilpotent we can find

m~è 1 and n= 1 such that a s XmA, a $ Xm+XA, b s XnB, b $ Xn+XB. Let D be the

central product of A/Xm+XA and B/X\+XB amalgamating aXm+xA with bXn+xB (see

e.g., A. G. Kurosh[12]):

D = {A/Xm+xAxB/Xn+xB;aXm+xA = bXn+xB}.

Let f be the torsion-subgroup of D. Then

A/Xm+1Anf=l = B/Xn+xBnf.

Let T be the preimage of T in G. Then

rn gp (a) = 1 = rngp(6).

So Fis a free product of conjugates of subgroups of A and B and a free group [20].

Hence Fis residually-torsion-free-nilpotent (A. I. Mal'cev [18]). Since G/Tis itself

torsion-free-nilpotent, the proof of Theorem 3 is complete.

Thus, by Theorem 3, the group G above is meta-ordered and so by a theorem of

I. P. Hughes [10] its integral group ring can be embedded in a division ring.
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